






























1

“It would be best
if it happens,
because the situation is so total.-
Wanting it after all.-”
you say.

2

The woman
lays the cards out on the table
and says:
“The mountain is on top
it will still take a while...
and you have to wait...
take a trip first....
a small one,
then a big one
and there
something might happen... 
Yes:
On the big trip...
It comes into the house.
And “he” is pleased too.

3

Actually it’s more fun
if mornings I say to you:
“Just imagine,
we’re going to be parents...”  

4

I wish it were like that 
so badly 
that I am afraid 
it might 
only be imagination.

5

The breasts are small,
painful rounds,
and plump.
No hunger,
sandy, aching bones
and fatigue,
the minute dusk sets in.
At night I get up ,
all groggy, stagger to the bathroom.
Then I close the open windows 
and doors.

6

The house in the rolling fields
is too far away from neighbours
to hear a cry of help.
And the picture of the Manson family,
Sharon Tate and Polansky,
It was in the paper four years ago,
now it is here,
as soon as I wake up.
Frightened I look outside
at shadows and shapes,
and listen.
You can hear the locusts
and once a horse
trotting, lost, through the garden.
And again I close the windows.

7

It cost
three thousand lire:
a slender,
exciting,
black
bra
of lace and tulle.
So
three thousand lire
is the first money 
that we spend
because of the small being
inside me.

8

The smell
of fried fish
bothers me.

9

Two months we spent in the house.
We’re leaving now.
The boy looks me
up and down
astonished.
“Tu sais,
tu as pris du ventre,”
he says.



10

We keep hoping it will be a girl,
But. Not to be disappointed,
we only talk about “Quinto,”
the boy.

11

Labor pains set in
six weeks early
and the doctor says,
I should rest.
A friend
owns a dictionary of names
and brings it.
Then we hunt,
you and me
and find the ur-name:
“Una.”

12

Actually
nothing tastes good to me
except
vanilla ice cream.

13

We go
to the most expensive restaurant.
It’s raining cats
and dogs.
We order tagliatelle, shrimp,
capretto and sorbet,
we get more and more
mellow
very slowly
and immersed
eyes in eyes.
It is our last evening
as a twosome.
By tomorrow we will be
a trio
forever.
that’s what we think, 
celebrate
and pay
the tab
with all the bills in the wallet.
It’s still raining outside. 
In the car
we kiss,
fool around and laugh.

14

A rose is a rose, is a rose.
A rose is this rose.
This rose is red.
This rose
is a thousand petals.
This rose
is your rose,
now my rose
for her birth.

15

I walk into my flat
the things
standing around there,
I look at them
and it is
as if I were remembering
only slowly
that I am familiar with all of it,
have already seen it before
and it seems to me,
as if I were coming
back from a journey,
that was very, very far.

Ingeborg Lüscher, extract from « La piccola Una – è proprio fatta 
col compasso «, 1977 / translated by Catherine Schelbert.


